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a b s t r a c t 

Radiation damage of structural materials leads to mechanical property degradation, eventually inducing 

failure. Secondary-phase dispersoids or other defect sinks are often added to materials to boost their ra- 

diation resistance. We demonstrate that a metal composite made by adding 1D carbon nanotubes (CNTs) 

to aluminum (Al) exhibits superior radiation resistance. In situ ion irradiation with transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) and atomistic simulations together reveal the mechanisms of rapid defect migration 

to CNTs, facilitating defect recombination and enhancing radiation tolerance. The origin of this effect is 

an evolving stress gradient in the Al matrix resulting from CNT transformation under irradiation, and 

the stability of resulting carbides. Extreme value statistics of large defect behavior in our simulations 

highlight the role of CNTs in reducing accumulated damage. This approach to controlling defect migra- 

tion represents a promising opportunity to enhance the radiation resistance of nuclear materials without 

detrimental effects. 

© 2020 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 

A common tactic when designing radiation-resistant nanoma- 

terials [1] is to engineer stable defect sinks to absorb radiation- 

induced microstructural defects. Oxide-dispersion strengthened 

steels (ODS) [2] and Cu-Nb multilayers [3] are well-known exam- 

ples of radiation-tolerant nano-structured materials. The former is 

strengthened by “0D” microstructural features (oxide nanoparticles 

with near-unity aspect ratio), while the latter is strengthened by 

“2D” ones. In both cases phase boundaries are the main venues 

for radiation defect recombination and annihilation, but the topo- 

logical characteristics of these sinks are different. In “0D” features, 

phase boundaries are isolated and do not percolate, while in “2D”

features, the boundaries are extensive in two directions and per- 

colate in space. Such a classification is important to consider, as 
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many forms of damage are highly sensitive to flaw size and topol- 

ogy. For example, a 2D crack (oblate ellipsoid with aspect ratio 

→ ∞ ) is the ultimate form of damage, because of the high stress 

concentration allowing its propagation at low bulk stresses. A sin- 

gle void or even a long, needle-shaped void (prolate ellipsoid with 

aspect ratio → ∞ ) by contrast would be less dangerous from this 

linear elastic fracture mechanics viewpoint, because no divergence 

in stress amplification factor would develop [4] . When helium ac- 

cumulates on 2D sinks, such as a percolating grain boundary (GB) 

network or a crack face, it generally compromises the mechanical 

integrity significantly when subjected to tensile stress (Fig. 1A). If 

such damaging evolution could be confined to even a percolating 

network of 1D sinks (Fig. 1B), it would be far less detrimental to 

material properties. 

The classic example of 1D percolating sinks would be the dis- 

location tangle, since we know dislocation cores absorb vacancies 

and interstitials by climb. However, it is well known that disloca- 

tions, despite being 1D defects common to all crystalline mate- 

rials, are in effect “erased” by even low levels of irradiation [5] . 

It is nonetheless interesting to observe that 1D features generally 
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percolate in space if dense enough, because a dislocation cannot 

freely terminate inside a crystal (Frank’s rule) and must connect to 

other dislocations. In this aspect it is the same for GB networks, 

which provide percolating paths for ( n, α) -produced helium gas to 

escape. Compared with 2D/3D defects (the latter of which have 2D 

interfaces), 1D features do not generally induce huge stress ampli- 

fications. Herein lies the inherent advantage of 1D microstructural 

sinks - they can remove damage without inducing excessive stress 

concentrations themselves. It is noted that 1D carbon nanotubes 

(CNTs) and ceramic nanowires (NWs) have been successfully dis- 

persed in metallic alloys [6] . They can be well-dispersed in metal 

grain interiors and can be considered, in the ideal limit, as uniform 

tangles. Such 1D metal nanocomposites have been economically 

mass-produced at the commercial scale [7] , and they have unique 

mechanical properties at both room- and high-temperatures [8] . 

At room-temperature, the dispersed CNTs can enhance the metal’s 

tensile strength by as much as 50% with just 1 vol. % addition, 

without sacrificing tensile ductility due to Taylor dispersion hard- 

ening. High-temperature creep strength is also accordingly en- 

hanced, because mobile dislocations cannot react to remove 1D 

dispersions, whereas they can react with and remove 1D forest 

dislocations in a process known as dislocation recovery. At both 

room- and high-temperatures, the 1D dispersion network does not 

pose an immediate risk for fracture, as long as their diameter stays 

below about 10 nm [9] . 

A host of new, potential issues arise when considering the ef- 

fects of radiation damage on 1D dispersions in metal nanocom- 

posites. First, multi-walled CNTs can ballistically mix and then re- 

act with the host metal atoms, forming metal carbide ( M x C ) dis- 

persions in place of CNTs. Fortunately these M x C dispersions can 

maintain the 1D morphology of the original nanotube, like a fossil, 

and the M x C /Metal interfaces can still maintain robust sinking ca- 

pability like the previous CNT/metal interfaces [10] . An interesting 

issue is the transformation strain of such radiation-enhanced phase 

change. We will show that a contractile transformation strain is 

generated as CNTs form M x C carbides with an Al matrix, which 

in turn induces tensile stress in the metal around the precipitate. 

This 1 / r 2 tensile stress, where r is distance from the interface, will 

cause radiation-induced point defects, specifically self-interstitials, 

vacancies, and helium, to quickly diffuse to this percolating net- 

work of self-generated M x C nanowires. 

We present in situ TEM ion radiation and atomistic simulation 

studies of a 1D dispersion strengthened Al-CNT composite alloy to 

elucidate the role of CNTs at ameliorating radiation damage. We 

found that 1D CNTs lower the radiation defect volume fraction in 

Al-CNT by nearly one order of magnitude compared with pure Al, 

and extreme value (EV) statistical analysis of the largest defects 

shows far smaller defect clusters even after heavy irradiation. Im- 

portantly, defect migration displays a clearly directional path to- 

wards CNTs, where they react to facilitate recombination, allevi- 

ating radiation-induced damage. The biased defect diffusional be- 

havior is related to the tensile stress gradient field produced by 

chemical transformation of carbon-metal system under radiation. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Al-CNT composite fabrication 

A uniform, intragranular dispersion of CNTs into an Al matrix 

was obtained by using powder metallurgy under non-oxidizing 

conditions, including (step 1) CNT declustering on the surface of 

Al particles, (step 2) cold welding and encapsulation of dispersed 

CNTs and further consolidation into Al particles to form Al–C cova- 

lent bonds by spark plasma sintering (SPS), and (step 3) extrusion. 

A good intragranular dispersion of 1D strengtheners is critical for 

the enhancement of composite properties. This involves encapsula- 

tion of CNTs inside Al grains via surface diffusion-driven cold weld- 

ing, enabling close interaction between CNTs and radiation defects 

in metals. In situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) demon- 

strates liquid-like envelopment of CNTs into Al nanoparticles by 

cold-welding [10] . Experimental parameters used in this study are 

described in the Supplementary Information. Al-CNT samples with 

thicknesses of ~100 nm were prepared using a focused ion beam 

(FIB, Helios Nanolab 600 Dual Beam), transferred onto Cu half- 

grids using an Omniprobe, and welded by electron beam deposi- 

tion of platinum via a Pt-bearing precursor gas inside a scanning 

electron microscope. 

2.2. In situ irradiation experiments 

In situ Kr 2+ ion irradiation at 100 keV and 1 MeV was per- 

formed on pure Al and Al-CNT composites at room tempera- 

ture in the Intermediate Voltage Electron Microscope (IVEM) at 

the Argonne National Laboratory, where an ion accelerator is at- 

tached to a Hitachi H-90 0 0NAR microscope. Kr 2+ ion irradiation 

was performed on FIB-extracted TEM lamellae (irradiation con- 

ditions are listed in table S1). The microscope was operated at 

150 kV, and kept on during irradiation. The dose rate was 0.9 to 

2.7 ×10 −3 DPA / s . A CCD camera was used to capture microstruc- 

tural evolution during irradiation at fifteen frames per second. The 

Stopping power and Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM) [11] simulation 

package was used to estimate the damage displacement profile and 

the Kr 2+ injected ion distribution. 

2.3. Molecular dynamics simulations of radiation damage 

A simulation cell size of 12.2 ×12 . 2 ×12.2 nm 

3 containing 

108,0 0 0 Al atoms was used. For the Al-CNT system, we first cre- 

ated a CNT with a diameter of 1.35 nm, a length of 12.2 nm, and 

2,0 0 0 C atoms. A cylindrical hole with a diameter of 1.64 nm paral- 

lel to the z-axis was created in the Al to embed the CNT. The inter- 

action between Al-Al atoms was described by an EAM (Embedded- 

Atom Method) potential [12] , while the second-generation REBO 

potential [13] was used to model C-C interaction, and a typical 

12-6 Lennard-Jones potential was adopted to describe the inter- 

action between Al and C [7] . Before each radiation damage sim- 

ulation, we first relaxed the system to zero pressure employing a 

Nosé-Hoover isothermal-isobaric ensemble [14] at 300K for 50 ps, 

with periodic boundary conditions applied in all three directions. 

We simulated multiple, consecutive, self-ion radiation damage cas- 

cades and tracked defect nucleation, migration, and annihilation 

arising from them [15] . To properly represent high-energy ion colli- 

sions, a Ziegler-Biersack-Littmark (ZBL) repulsive potential [16] was 

smoothly joined to the aforementioned potentials [17] , and an 

adaptive timestepping algorithm was used to limit atomic move- 

ment to 0.005 nm per timestep. For each displacement cascade, 

an Al atom was randomly chosen as the primary knock-on atom 

(PKA), and the entire system was shifted to position of the PKA 

as the center of the system. This prevents damage cascades from 

reaching the simulation boundaries in all cases. A kinetic energy 

of 5 keV was assigned to the PKA with a random incident direc- 

tion, and 50,0 0 0 adaptive timesteps were performed. The Nosé- 

Hoover temperature-rescaling thermostat [18,19] was applied to 

the atoms at the sides of the simulation cell with a width of half 

a lattice constant, mimicking a thermal sink to absorb excess colli- 

sion energy and cool the system to 300K between cascades. The 

cascade simulation procedure was repeated with randomly cho- 

sen PKAs to simulate spatially random damage cascades. A damage 

level of ~0.94 DPA was achieved according to the NRT formula [20] . 

To illustrate defect evolution during collision cascades, we used 

adaptive common neighbor analysis [16] and the Wigner-Seitz cell 
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Fig. 1. (A) Schematic illustration of GB-related radiation degradation such as radiation-induced segregation and helium gas embrittlement. The green line indicates the 

concentration of vacancies away from the GB. (B) 1D tangles of CNTs or NWs accommodate radiation defects and protect GB integrity. In (C-D), we demonstrate the role of 

CNTs in attracting radiation defects. (C) Intact wall structure of a CNT in an Al grain before irradiation, and (D) defect distribution near a CNT at 0.07 DPA. (E) TEM image 

sequence showing the migration, evolution, and annihilation of defects during irradiation (blue box in (B)). (F) Large helium bubbles accumulated alongside a CNT channel 

(the inset shows an enlarged view of the CNT region). 

method to identify defective (non-FCC) structures and Frenkel pairs 

(interstitial and vacancy), respectively. 

3. Results 

3.1. Radiation defect migration and annihilation near 1D-CNTs 

The dispersion of CNTs within Al grains was prepared using sur- 

face diffusion-driven cold-welding [8] . The intact wall structure of 

CNTs with a 3.3 Å interlayer carbon spacing is shown in Fig. 1 C, 

indicating its solid structural integrity with the surrounding Al 

matrix. Prior to ion irradiation, we observed a moderate density 

of intrinsic defect loops in TEM ( 3 . 6 × 10 21 m 

3 in pure Al and 

7 . 0 × 10 21 m 

3 in Al-CNT) generated during sample preparation. The 

range of defect densities is comparable to that in coarse grained 

Ag ( ∼ 10 21 m 

3 ) [8,21] . The excess defects in Al-CNT are believed to 

result from the generation of micro-strain near CNTs, due to lattice 

mismatch, differing thermal expansion coefficients [6] between Al 

and carbon, and the FIB specimen removal process. During in situ 

ion radiation defects and small clusters appear, migrate, react with 

each other, and eventually annihilate near the CNT. An example of 

dynamic defect nucleation and evolution is shown in Movies 1 - 2 , 

as well as in Fig. 1 . In Fig. 1 D, we show the defect distribution 

near a CNT at a low irradiation dose of 0.07 DPA (displacements 

per atom). With increasing irradiation dose, we readily observe the 

migration of defects towards the CNT, where they further interact 

3 
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Fig. 2. Microstructural evolution after 0.10 DPA irradiation of (A) pure Al and (B) Al-CNT composite, and 0.69 DPA irradiation of (C) pure Al and (D) Al-CNT. The black dots 

represent the defects and the black circles highlight the location of the CNT. (E) Volume fraction of radiation defect clusters as a function of radiation dose. 

with it, and are finally absorbed and disappear ( Fig. 1 E). The mo- 

tion of defects exhibits non-random walk migration characteristics 

[22] , showing a drift towards the CNT. This biased transport behav- 

ior shows how the CNT alters bulk defect migration pathways, as 

would be expected from any strong microstructural damage sink. 

In addition to self-defects, we found that the CNTs alter helium 

bubble nucleation and growth as shown in Fig. 1 F, where large he- 

lium bubbles concentrate and align along the 1D CNT channel. 

3.2. Spatio-temporal evolution of defects in Al and Al-CNT under 

irradiation 

Microstructural evolution of pure Al and Al-CNT as a function 

of irradiation dose up to 0.7 DPA are analyzed and compared next. 

The radiation response of Al-CNT differs markedly from that of 

pure Al in terms of defect size and density. In Al, the number 

and size of defects drastically increases from 0.1 DPA ( Fig. 2 A) to 

0.7 DPA ( Fig. 2 C), whereas the Al-CNT composite exhibits much 

fewer and smaller defects ( Fig. 2 B & D). The effect of CNTs on 

radiation damage reduction can also be seen in Fig. 2 E, where 

we present the defect volume fraction as a function of radiation 

dose. The volume fraction in Al shows a steady increase with dose, 

reaching 0.015 at 0.69 DPA, while in our Al-CNT composite it is 

lowered by nearly one order of magnitude at 0.64 DPA. Defect sizes 

and quantities are quantified by statistics over many frames to dif- 

ferent DPA, which exhibit less deviation with the type and energy 

of ion/neutron irradiation [23] . Defect clusters as small as 5 nm 

were identified, while defects smaller than 3 nm were difficult to 

identify in the TEM. 

In Fig. 3 A, we show the evolution of defect size distributions 

with radiation dose. The trend of increased defect sizes in pure Al 

is clearly visible with increasing irradiation dose ( Fig. 3 A), with a 

maximum defect cluster size of 35 nm at 0.69 DPA. In contrast, 

the Al-CNT shows a nearly constant defect size of around 5 nm, 

with some of the defects growing after 0.21 DPA then shrinking in 

size (right panel of Fig. 3 A). From a fracture mechanics perspec- 

tive, the large defects should be more detrimental to mechanical 

integrity than small ones, and crucial in defining radiation-induced 

material degradation and failure. We apply extreme value theory 

[24] to analyze defect size data and deduce the tail of the distri- 

bution of the underlying, unknown defect distributions in pure Al 

and the Al-CNT composite. The extreme defect distributions, which 

are of central interest, are calculated by generalized extreme value 

(GEV) functions, giving rise to different behaviors in Al and Al-CNT 

(see Supplementary materials). The GEV distribution of Al with its 

large shape parameter ξ implies that the underlying defect dis- 

tribution has a heavy tail such as that seen in a power-law de- 

cay, which is inconsistent with radiation experiments [25] . In Al- 

CNT, the tail feature shows a clear tendency from slow power-law 

to fast Gaussian-like decay, suggesting high radiation-resistance to 

large defects. In Fig. 3 B, we show cumulative density distributions 

of extreme defects with the calculated GEV functions. In addition, 

one can see that large defects are more frequent and decay more 

slowly in Al than that in Al-CNT. 

To uncover the effects of CNTs on radiation defect evolution, we 

show the average defect contrast as a function of distance away 

from a CNT in Fig. 3 C. When increasing the dose from 0.40 to 

0.64 DPA, the peak defect region shifts closer to the CNT, indicating 

the preferential drift of defects towards it. Defects with biased mi- 

gration likely gather near the CNT, which promotes recombination 

within the realm of its stress field, giving rise to a lower defect 

density and higher damage tolerance. Owing to CNT-assisted de- 

fect recombination, the defect density near a CNT (within 50 nm), 

which is measured in the same grain, is one third of that far from 

a CNT ( > 50 nm). The lower defect density close to the CNT can 

be correlated to defect migration towards the CNT and its eventual 

disappearance, previously shown in Fig. 1 C-F. 

3.3. Molecular dynamics simulations of radiation damage evolution 

and annihilation in Al-CNT 

MD simulations of consecutive radiation damage cascades re- 

veal the mechanisms behind damage reduction in Al-CNT compos- 

ites. A high dose of ∼1 DPA can be directly simulated to compare 

with the aforementioned irradiation experiments. In Fig. 4 A, we 

present the number of radiation defects (Frenkel pairs) as a func- 

tion of DPA in Al and Al-CNT. It can be seen that the Al-CNT ex- 

hibits an initial rise in defect populations up to ∼0.1 DPA. After 

that, the number of defects essentially saturates with a total of 

∼400 defects per 108,530 atoms in the simulation cell. In contrast, 

the defects produced in pure Al continue to build up through the 

simulated damage level of 1 DPA, showing no sign of abating even 

though the defect accumulation rate is smaller after ∼0.2 DPA. Our 

simulation results of damage in Al and Al-CNT demonstrate good 
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Fig. 3. (A) Size distribution of defects in pure Al and Al-CNT composite following irradiation, showing that the Al exhibits larger defects with continued irradiation, while 

defect sizes remain small in Al-CNT. The defects were counted over an area of 14 . 5 × 10 4 nm 

2 in Al and 4 . 6 × 10 4 nm 

2 in Al-CNT. (B) Extreme value statistics of defect size 

in Al and Al-CNT. The solid lines are calculated GEV functions with 95 % confidence intervals outlined by the dashed lines. (C) Defect contrast near CNTs at radiation doses 

of 0.40, 0.45, and 0.64 DPA. The peak shift with increasing DPA shows the migration of defects toward the CNT. (D) Defect cluster density evolution in the Al-CNT composite 

in two regions, within 50 nm from the CNT (inner 50 nm) and away from this region (outer 50 nm). Defect densities are significantly lower in the inner 50 nm than in the 

outer region. 

agreement with the in situ irradiation experiments in Fig. 2 E. More 

importantly, defect migration shows a preferential drift towards 

CNTs, agreeing with the earlier assertion that 1D CNTs alter the 

migration energy landscape to cause defects to converge towards 

the CNTs (see Movie 3 ). 

The details of defect evolution during radiation damage are pre- 

sented in Fig. 4 B, where the defect size distributions and their 

statistics are shown at various doses. At a low dose of 0.07 DPA, 

both pure Al and the Al-CNT composite show very similar distri- 

butions, and only small defects (less than 300 atoms) appear. As 

the DPA increases, the large defective structures in pure Al grow 

significantly in size, while those in the Al-CNT composite do not 

appear to do so. Specifically, clusters containing more than 500 

defects appear in pure Al at 0.29 DPA, continuing to grow at doses 

from 0.58 to 0.94 DPA. Compared with pure Al at 0.94 DPA, the Al- 

CNT composite clearly exhibits much smaller defect clusters. This 

observation further supports what was observed and asserted in 

our experiments. 

Figs. 4 D-E show the spatial distributions of defect clusters in 

the two materials, and their evolution with increasing DPA. At a 

dose of 0.015 DPA, the two materials show no visible difference 

in defect sizes with only small defects appearing randomly in the 

system. At 0.43 DPA, a planar interstitial cluster has nucleated in 

Al, and its size continues to grow even at 0.94 DPA ( Fig. 4 D). Such 

a large defect is unfavorable in the presence of a CNT as shown 

in Fig. 4 E, where the distribution of defect clusters undergoes no 

changes from 0.43 to 0.94 DPA. The comparison between pure Al 

and Al-CNT indicates that the presence of a CNT in Al reduces 

both the number and sizes of radiation defects, implying higher 

radiation-induced damage resistance. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Thermodynamic bias to remove radiation damage 

The relatively long-range migration of defects towards CNT in- 

terfaces suggests possible thermodynamic driving forces. A non- 

uniform field can support such a driving force, such as a gra- 

dient in mechanical stress or defect density. During irradiation, 

the Al atoms collide with nearby CNTs due to displacement cas- 

cades, which result in the formation of Al-C atomic bonds ( Fig. 5 A). 

This continuous buildup of chemical bonds leads to a high density 

of aluminum carbides, causing volumetric contraction and tensile 

strain focused on each former CNT site ( Fig. 5 B). For instance, a 

12.56% volume contraction would arise by forming Al 4 C 3 . 

A long-range tensile stress field is produced and maintained by 

the Elshelby inclusion-like transformation [26] , with an analytical 

solution of σrr ∝ a 2 / r 2 , where σrr is the stress along the radial di- 

rection, a represents the aluminum carbide inclusion diameter, and 

r is the distance from the inclusion center (see Supplementary ma- 

terials). It is interesting to note that both interstitial and vacancy 

defects in Al have positive relaxation volumes �relax 
defect 

[27] , which 

cause local compressive stress fields. If this negative strain-volume 

of defects is anisotropic, which is the case for interstitial-type de- 

fects and vacancy clusters, such defects will align with the stress 

gradient, driving them toward the positively stressed region de- 

scribed by 

J defect = −c defect M defect [(∇P )�relax 
defect + k B T ln c defect ] , (1) 

where c defect (x ) is the concentration of the defect, M defect is the 

mobility of the defect, and P (x ) is the spatially dependent pres- 
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Fig. 4. (A) Total number of irradiation-induced vacancy and interstitial defects as a function of DPA for pure Al and Al-CNT. Defect size distributions at various radiation 

doses are shown in (B) for Al and (C) for Al-CNT. The defect size is measured by the number of atoms with a different number of bonds than the surrounding crystal 

structure. The data are collected from five independent simulations. (D, E) Evolution of defect structures in pure Al and Al-CNT, respectively. Only non-FCC atoms are shown, 

selected by coordination number analysis. 

sure. The effect of ∇P applies an attractive force on both radiation- 

induced vacancies and interstitials, driving them to migrate to- 

wards each Al-carbide as shown in Fig. 5 C. In addition to the stress 

gradient, there is another driving force provided by defect density 

heterogeneity. As shown in Fig. 3 D, the outer region ( > 50 nm) has 

a defect density almost three times higher than that found in the 

inner 50 nm. The density gradient of defects drives them from the 

high density outer region to the low density inner region, promot- 

ing defect-biased migration as seen in both our simulations and 

our experiments. When defects move closer to a CNT, interstitial- 

and vacancy-type defects recombine, reducing the free energy of 

the system. 

4.2. Similarities and differences between 1D CNTs and other 

dispersoids 

The experiments and simulations show that CNTs play a key 

role in annihilating radiation damage in the grain interior, by facil- 

itating defect recombination at or near the heterogeneous interface 

of the Al-CNT or the subsequent Al-carbide. The diffusive behavior 

of defects near CNTs exhibits biased migration, converging to the 

CNT ( Fig. 5 C) much like other strong radiation defect sinks, such 

as GBs in nanocrystalline materials [22,28,29] . However, unlike the 

random walk-like diffusion mode in bulk metals [30] , the long- 

range stress field induced by CNTs attracts both vacancies and in- 

6 
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Fig. 5. (A-C) Tensile stress field induced by formation of Al 4 C 3 and the resulting convergent defect migration mode. (A) Al and carbon atoms undergo a chemical reaction, 

forming high-density Al 4 C 3 . The eigenstrain ε∗
rr represents the volume shrinkage of the Al 4 C 3 inclusion. (B) Both the Al matrix and Al 4 C 3 inclusions experience tensile stress. 

(C) Convergent defect migration caused by the stress field gradient. The background is color-coded by the magnitude of radial stress, which decays with distance from the 

inclusion (diameter a ) center proportional to 1 /r 2 . (D-E) Experimental observation of defect migration between a CNT and a GB (Movie 4) . (D) TEM of a CNT and a GB after 

saturation of vacancies and interstitials at 5.5 DPA, where defect loops build-up near the GB, and (E) and (F) show preferential defect loop migration to CNT. 

terstitials. In this way CNTs behave as any other effective radiation 

damage sink should, continuously removing and inducing recom- 

bination of defects without being consumed or weakened them- 

selves. 

Unlike coherent or incoherent phase boundaries or even GBs 

[28] , the mechanically and chemically robust CNT and subse- 

quent Al-carbide generates a significant tensile stress gradient sur- 

rounding the interface produced by the radiation-induced phase 

transformation as discussed above. Due to the high diffusivity of 

interstitial-type defects, they accumulate near CNTs and serve as a 

local interstitial source to annihilate nearby and incoming vacan- 

cies, explaining the lower void density immediately near CNTs or 

Al-carbides. When radiation dose increases, interstitial aggregation 

and annihilation by recombining with incoming vacancies reaches 

a balanced state while maintaining a low degree of defect satura- 

tion, evidenced by the nearly constant defect density and size as 

shown in Fig. 2 E. The effects of CNTs and GBs on defect reduction 

are directly compared in our in situ experiments shown in Fig. 5 D- 

E and Movie ∼4 . At a high dose of ~5 DPA, the defect size and 

density near the CNT remains low with a cleaner microstructure, 

whereas many defect reactions can be seen occurring near the GB, 

including a number of defect clustering events followed by annihi- 

lation. At 5.5 DPA, a defect loop grown near the GB ( Fig. 5 D) can be 

seen slowly moving toward the CNT, demonstrating the strain-field 

biased preferential defect migration ( Fig. 5 E-F). 

In addition to radiation-induced intrinsic defects, precipitation 

of helium bubbles is another major concern in nuclear energy sys- 

tems, particularly in fusion reactors. The stress gradient in Al-CNT 

would guide the migration of helium atoms, accumulating them 

towards and along the lengths of CNTs ( Fig. 1 G). Furthermore, we 

observed the accumulation of heavy Kr 2+ atoms at the interface 

in our in situ experiments, with a portion of them entering CNTs 

and finally disappearing ( Movie ∼5 ). This observation shows that 

1D nanotubes/nanowires can act as “nano-chimneys” (channels) to 

outgas helium and other gases while keeping their integrity. 

The main purpose of this paper is demonstrating the concept of 

improving irradiation damage resistance through 1D interfaces. We 

introduce CNTs as a proven concept embodied in a 1D nanodisper- 

sion composite. As long as 1D nanodispersoids are stable at oper- 

ating/processing temperatures and in their respective base mate- 

rials (FCC, BCC, and HCP), this idea can and should be expanded 

to more nuclear-practical materials such as Zr, Ni, and Fe-based al- 

loys. This could directly impact the cost and environmental foot- 

print of nuclear energy, by making more dose-tolerant and robust 

nuclear structural materials. The difficulty which lies ahead is in 

the facile and repeatable dispersion of CNTs or similar dispersoids 

in these higher temperature base metals. 

5. Conclusion 

We present an Al-CNT composite which reduces radiation dam- 

age by one order of magnitude compared to pure, irradiated Al. In 

situ ion irradiation experiments and atomistic simulations together 

reveal the dynamic evolution and biased diffusion of radiation- 

induced defects to CNTs or subsequently formed Al-carbides, en- 

hancing the recombination of defects and leading to high radia- 

tion tolerance. The preferential migration of defects towards CNTs 

is driven by the gradient of defect density and by the gradient 

of the long-range tensile stress field, caused by the formation of 

aluminum carbide at former CNT sites. The general design prin- 

ciple of using 1D nanodispersions in metallic matrix to avoid ex- 

treme stress concentration and damage accumulation represents 

a promising avenue new, enabling new nanocomposite materials 

with improved radiation tolerance. 
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Supplementary information 

1. Synthesis methods of Al/CNTs composite  

The uniform dispersion of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) into aluminum (Al) grains was achieved 

from the three main processes, (i) the CNT declustering, (ii) cold-welding and encapsulation, and 

(iii) interfacial bonding. As the high aspect ratio of CNTs typically entangles each other, forming 

clusters, we first introduce a declustering process using high-speed blades. The declustering 

process of CNTs on the surface of Al particles was performed by a high-speed blade blender 

(VM0104, Vita-Mix, USA) to unravel the tangled multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs), 

(CM95, Hanwha Nanotech, Korea) for 20 min at max. 37,000 rpm. The SEM image of pristine 

CNT clusters and Al particles are shown inFig. S 1A and B respectively. The individual strand of 

CNTs with 5 wt% on the Al particle after declustering are shown in Fig. S 1C. The Al particles 

with declustered CNTs on the surfaces were cold-welded using a planetary ball miller (J.E. 

Powder, Korea) for 30 min at 250 rpm, as shown by the Al/CNT granule in Fig. S 1D (SEM of the 

surface of granule). The CNTs are completely encapsulated into Al particles. This ball mill process 

allows diluting the concentration of CNTs. The ball mill was completed in a glove box (M.O. 

Tech, Korea) under less than 1 ppm of oxygen and moisture to prevent oxidation. For the CNT 

volume calculation, a CNT density of 1.3 g/cm3 was used. As a consequence of the cold-welding, 

CNTs are encapsulated in Al particles that were further consolidated under 40 MPa with spark 

plasma sintering (SPS, 50 t, 50 kW, Eltek, Korea) to form interfacial Al–C covalent bonds at 560 

C for 15 min (Fig. S 1E). The bulk Al/CNT composites were extruded to 8 mm in diameter with 

an extrusion ratio of 9:1 at 550 C.  The extruded samples were cold rolled to 2mm thickness at 

room temperature. The reduction ratio of each rolling pass was approximately 30%. We proceeded 

the annealing to release the residual stress for 24hrs at 400oC under the ambient atmosphere.  



 

Fig. S 1  SEM images for each step. (A) Raw CNTs, (B) raw Al powder, (C) Al/CNT composite after 2 
vol% CNT declustering process. Individual CNTs were visible on the surface of Al particles. (D) Master 
alloy after encapsulation of 0.4 vol% CNTs. (E) Al/CNT composite after SPS and extrusion, and (F) CNTs 
embedded inside Al, which appeared after acid etching. The diameter and length of MWCNTs were in the 
range of 10~30 nm and a few tens micrometers, respectively (A). The purchased gas-atomized aluminum 
powder was filtered by 200 meshes to have particle sizes less than 50 microns, as shown in (B). Individual 
CNTs were observed on the surface of Al particles after declustering process, as shown in (C). The 
declustered CNTs were embedded inside Al particles after an oxygen-free mechanical pulverization-
assisted encapsulation process, as shown in (D). Al particles were fractured. The bare surface was exposed 
without oxidation during mechanical pulverization. The fractured Al particles were coalesced to each other 
during further pulverization process, forming CNT-embedded Al granules. The CNT morphology (1 μm 
length) was well maintained and detected after the final process, as shown (F). 

SPS optimization 

We optimized the sintering conditions to yield an Al+CNT composite with a density greater 

than 99% of the theoretical value by controlling the temperature and time, as shown in Fig. S 2A 

and B, respectively. To achieve a relative density of 99%, a sintering temperature of 560 oC was 

used with a sintering time of 15 min at a pressure of 46 MPa. The increased relative density was 

easily obtained because CNTs were encapsulated inside the Al particles, i.e., no void volume was 

produced by CNT residence in the particle boundaries. Microstructural observations demonstrate 



that the oxide layer on the Al granule surfaces was successfully disintegrated by the SPS process, 

forming discrete oxide nanoparticles, as shown in Fig. S 3A to C.1  

 

 

Fig. S 2 Sintering process-dependent relative density compared to that of the Al/CNT composite. (A) 
The sintering temperature- and (B) sintering time-dependent relative densities. The reference density was 

calculated by, 
CNTAlAlCNT

AlCNT

mm 



Ref.  where CNT , Al , CNTm and Alm are CNT density, Al density, 

CNT weight fraction and Al weight fraction, respectively. A CNT density of 1.3 g/cm3 was used. The 
relative density was obtained from experimental density divided by the reference density. The increased 
relative density to nearly to 100% was easily obtained because CNTs were encapsulated inside the Al 
particles, i.e., no dead volume was produced by CNT residence in the particle boundaries. To achieve high-
density more than 99 % relative density, 580 oC and 15 min of the sintering temperature and time were used.  

 

 

Fig. S 3 Microstructure observations after SPS at 580 oC for 15 min with 2 vol% CNT. (A) A particle 
boundary trace indicated by white lines, (B) enlarged in (A), and (C) oxide nanoparticles. The oxide layer 
on the surface of Al granules was formed after encapsulation during sample transfer for SPS. Note that 
CNTs were already well dispersed inside Al granules. Microstructural observations demonstrate that the 
oxide layer on the encapsulated Al granule surfaces was successfully disintegrated by the SPS process, 
forming discrete oxide nanoparticles.   



2. TEM sample preparation and observation 

 We have prepared samples for the transmission electron microscope (TEM) and intermittent 

voltage electron microscope (IVEM). Al samples with thickness ~100 nm were prepared using a 

focused ion beam (FIB) at MIT (Helios Nanolab 600 Dual Beam FIB Milling System) and at brook 

heaven national lab. The surface of the bulk samples deposited by platinum (Pt) to minimize the 

damage of the surface. The samples were shaped into a square block with 13 um of length, 5um 

of height, and 1um of thickness by Gallium (Ga+) ion beam. The square block was transferred to 

Cu TEM half grid and welded by Pt electron/ion beam deposition inside a scanning electron 

microscopy. We used an ion beam to thin the sample down to ~100nm of thickness. 30 keV of ion 

acceleration voltage was used at the initial thinning process and gradually reduce to 5 keV to 

minimize the damage of the samples. The thickness of the TEM lamella is 120 nm for pure Al and 

70 nm for Al-CNT.  To verify the location of CNT, we observe the samples in TEM (JEOL 2010F) 

with 200 keV acceleration voltage. Fig. S 4 A indicates the grain structure of the Al where the size 

of the grain is around 500nm~1um. The white circle indicates the location of the CNT. It shows 

the CNT is located inside the grain. The enlarged area of the white circle clearly shows the 

cylindrical cross-section of CNT and 3.3A of the intrinsic graphitic layers of the CNT, Fig. S 4C, 

indicating the damage is not significant during the synthesis process.  

 

Fig. S 4 TEM image of the Al/CNT composite (A) grains of Al where the white circle indicate the location 
of CNT in grain, (B) enlarged area of white circle in (A), (C) structure of CNT, inset wall structure of the 
CNT, indicating 3.3 A of the graphitic interspacing layer.  

 

 



SRIM calculation 

The ion irradiation damage and depth profiles of Al foils were calculated by the software SRIM 

2008S1 using the “Kinchin-Pease quick calculation” mode and plotted in Fig. S 5. Here, the 

displacement energy of Al was set 25 eV.2 It can be seen that the damage profiles are non-uniform 

under ion irradiation, the damage by each sample is identified by the number of displacements per 

atom (DPA) at the damage zone inside samples.  

The DPA was obtained by the following equation.   

 

 

Where the calculated 1 DPA in Al TEM lamella is the irradiation ion doses with 3.763 × 1014/cm2 

at 100 keV and 6.02 × 1014/cm2 at 1 MeV.   

A random C distribution was assumed for the SRIM estimation, but stopping by MWCNT is 

complex, and has been recently addressed.3 Therefore, the geometrical factor of MWCNT has not 

been considered in this calculation.  

 

Fig. S 5. SRIM calculation of (A) ion ranges and (B) collision event under 100keV Kr++ ion into 
Al matrix 
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In-situ irradiation 

The ion irradiations were performed in situ in a transmission electron microscope using the 

intermediate voltage electron microscopy (IVEM)-accelerator facility at Argonne National 

Laboratory where an ion accelerator is attached to a HITACHI H-9000 microscope. In situ Kr++ 

ion irradiation at 100 keV and 1 MeV was performed for pure Al and Al-CNT composites at room 

temperature. Kr++ ion irradiation was performed after a focused ion beam (FIB) extraction of TEM 

lamellae. The microscope was operated at 150 keV, and kept on during irradiation to record the 

microstructural evolution. The dose rate was 0.9~2.7 × 10-3 DPA/s. A CCD camera was used to 

capture microstructural evolution during radiation at fifteen frames per second. The Stopping 

power and Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM)6 simulation package was used to estimate the 

displacement damage profile and Kr++ ion distribution7. The detail irradiation condition is 

described in Table S1.  

Table S1. Summary of Irradiation condition in pure Al and Al-CNT 

Batch Samples 
Irradiation 

ion 
Ion 

Acceleration  
Electron 
voltage 

Temperature Dose rate 

1 Pure Al Kr++ 1 MeV 150 KeV RT 
0.86 × 10-3 

DPA/s 

2 Al-1 wt% CNT Kr++ 100 keV 150 keV RT 
2.7 × 10-3 

DPA/s 

3 Al-1 wt% CNT Kr++ 1 MeV 150 keV RT 
1.6 × 10-3 

DPA/s 

 
3. Image process in IVEM 

 

Fig. S 6 Image analysis procedure by using the program “image J.” (A) Raw image from the 
IVEM, (B) background subtraction with 50 pixels of rolling ball radius, (C) the contrast was 
enhanced with the 0.3% saturated pixels.   



TEM images were processed by several steps to clearly visualize the defect clusters by image J 

after irradiation. The background noise was subtracted at a rolling ball radius of 50 pixels (Fig. S 

6B), and the contrast was enhanced at saturated pixels 0.3% (Fig. S 6C). 

 
4. The volume fraction of the defects 
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Fig. S 7 The average size of the defect. 

The defects density were obtained from the IVEM video. The counted area in the TEM observation 

and TEM lamella thickness were used to convert the defect cluster density in volume. The original 

defect density of Al-CNT is higher than that of pure Al. However, the average size of defects in 

Al-CNT is smaller than that in pure Al as plotted in Fig. S 7 

. The size difference is getting larger as DPA is higher at the pure Al. The defect density and the 

average defect size are used to convert the volume fraction of the defect in Fig. 2E.  

The average defect sizes were converted into the average volume. All the detectable defects are 

approximated to be the sphere.  

𝑉 =
4

3
𝜋𝑟  

Where, 𝑉  is the average volume of the defects, 𝑟 is the average radius of the defects.  

The volume fraction is extracted from the following.  

𝑉 =
𝑉 × 𝑁

𝐴𝑡
 



Where, 𝑉  is the volume fraction of the defects, N is the number count of the defect from the IVEM, 

A is the area of the defects counting, and t is the thickness of the TEM lamella. The thickness of 

the TEM lamella is 120 nm for pure Al and 70 nm for Al-CNT.  The volume percent of CNT in 

the detected area is about 0.4 vol% where the interface area of CNT is ~4400nm2 and the surface 

area of the Al lamella is 2.07 × 105 nm2. The surface area of Al lamella is ~50 times larger than 

the interface area between CNT and Al. Therefore, a strong driving force attracts the defect toward 

CNT.  

5. Al3C4 transformation of CNT after irradiation 

 

Fig. S 8 Microstructure of CNT after ~100 DPA irradiation. (A) TEM image at the CNT area. 
(B) FFT and (C) filtering of FFT, (D) recreation of filtered FFT, (E) inverse FFT from the orange 
square in A and D indicate Al3C4 lattice at the edge of CNT. This 2.05 Å value has considered the 
error of scale bar (≈ +4%) 

The area where the irradiation occurs near the CNT was characterized through ex-situ TEM (Fig. 
S9). The circular shape was still observed after 100 DPA of Kr ion irradiation, suggesting the fossl 
of CNT. The Fast Fourier transformation (FFT) shows the location of Al4C3 at the edge of CNT in 
Fig. S 8 B~D. The inverse FFT image suggests that the lattice distance of 2.05 Å is the Al4C3 
(0012).   

6.  Extreme value theory (EVT) analysis of defect size 

From a fracture mechanics perspective, the large defects can be more damaging to mechanical 

properties than small ones and are crucial for radiation-induced material failure. Therefore, the tail 

behavior of defect size is of the central interest.  The interesting question turns into how to use our 

sampled data on defect size to infer the tail features of underlying unknown defect distribution in 

Al and Al-CNT. The EVT, which is an analog of the central limit theorem, reveals that, if there 

are 𝑛 independent random variables 𝑋 , 𝑋 … , 𝑋  from the same underlying distribution, the block 



maximum 𝑀 = max (𝑋 , 𝑋 … , 𝑋 ) converges to Generalized extreme value (GEV) distributions 

when 𝑛 → ∞.  

The GEV is a family of probability distributions by combing three distributions (Gumbel, Frechet 

and Weibull) into a single form. The probability density function for the GEV is 

𝑝(𝑥ǀ𝜉, µ, σ) =
1

σ
exp − 1 + 𝜉

𝑥 − 𝜇

𝜎
1 + 𝜉

𝑥 − 𝜇

𝜎
 

with location parameter µ, scale parameter 𝜎, and shape parameter ξ ≠ 0. For the cases of 𝜉 = 0, 

the density function becomes 𝑝(𝑥ǀ𝜉 = 0, µ, σ) = exp − exp − − . Each type of 

distribution, determined by the sign of 𝜉, suggest different tail/extreme value behaviors of the 

underlying random variable.  

We analyze the defect size distributions in Al and Al-CNT using EVT to deduce the extreme defect 

behaviors, and their radiation-resistance can be evaluated and compared. The defect size 𝑋  in each 

TEM image is a random variable of interest, and all the detectable defects 𝑥 larger than 3 nm are 

considered as block maximum for EV analysis. The probability distribution 𝑝(𝑥) is fitted to the 

GEV functions, aiming to deduce the tail behavior in Al and Al-CNT. To address the finite number 

of sampled data (𝑛 ≪ ∞) and possible data correlation, we consider 95% confidence intervals for 

the GEV parameter estimates. The obtained results are shown in Fig. S9 with the following 

parameters  

𝜉 =  0.06;  µ =  3.34; σ =  8.24;     (Al) 

𝜉 =  0.01;  µ =  1.88; σ =  5.47;     (Al-CNT). 

The key value in GEV function is a shape parameter 𝜉, which decides the tail behavior – the tail 

type and its decay rate.  If 𝑘 > 0 , the GEV is the Type II case (Frechet distribution), which has a 

heavy tail and decreases slowly such as a polynomial decay. If 𝑘 < 0, it corresponds to Type III 

case (Weibull distribution) whose tail are finite. For 𝑘 = 0, it is Type I (Gumbel distribution) 

whose tail decreases exponentially – a light tail with fast decay. Both 𝜉 values in Al and Al-CNT 

are positive, implying that the underlying defect distributions have a heavy tail, such as polynomial 

decay which is consistent with previous experimental results on radiation-induced defects size 

distribution. Al-CNT with smaller 𝜉 suggests fast tail decay, implying better radiation-resistance 



to defect size growth. The larger location and scale parameters in Al indicate the large defects are 

more frequent than that in Al-CNT.      

 

Fig. S9 (left) Probability density distributions and (right) the corresponding cumulative density 
distributions. The solid lines are calculated GEV functions with 95% confidence intervals indicated by 
dashed lines. 

 

7.  Tensile stress filed induced by aluminum carbide inclusion  

To solve the stress and strain field in the Al matrix, we assume the CNT undergoes a uniform 

deformation due to a chemical reaction between C and Al as illustrated in Fig. S 10. If there is no 

confinement of Al matrix, the aluminum carbide C-Al have a uniform eigenstrain 𝜀∗  and 

experience zero external stress. In reality, both the C-Al and Al matrix will deform and experience 

tensile stress. Let’s define constrain strain 𝜀  on the interface after relaxation, which can be 

estimated by Eshelby inclusion. For simplicity, we will compute the general trend of strain field 

in the matrix as a function of distance from C-Al with any given 𝜀 . 

Assume the matrix is isotropic medium, undergoing linear elastic deformation. The length of CNT 

is long, much larger than its diameter, then it becomes a 2D plane strain problem. We first find the 

displacement field in the matrix and obtain the explicit solution for the strain and stress. Using 

polar coordinates, the displacement field be expressed as 𝒖(𝑟, 𝜑) =  𝑢  𝒆 +  𝑢  𝒆 . As the 

displacement field does not depend on 𝜑, so that it can be written as  

𝒖 =  𝑢  𝒆    (1) 

Staring from the electrostatic equation, 
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(𝜆 + µ)𝛁𝛁⦁𝐮 +  µ𝛁𝟐𝒖 = -f 

where 𝜆  and µ  are Lamé parameters. Given the identity  𝛁(𝛁⦁𝐔) − 𝛁 × (𝛁 × 𝐮) = 𝛁𝟐𝒖 , the 

electrostatic equation becomes 

 

Fig. S 10 schematic carton view of C-Al reaction induced stress filed in Al matrix. (a) Initial Al-CNT 
configuration. (b) C and Al have chemical reactions forming aluminum carbide. The eigenstrain 𝜺𝒓𝒓

∗  
represents the volume shrinkage due to the formation of aluminum carbide. (c) The relaxed system with 
stress/strain filed generated by 𝜺𝒓𝒓

∗ , where 𝜺𝒓𝒓
𝒄  is the constrained strain on the interface. 

(𝜆 + 2µ)𝛁𝛁⦁𝐮 −  𝛁 × (𝛁 × 𝐮) = -f 

It can be derived that 𝛁 × (𝛁 × 𝐮) = 𝟎, and here we ignore the body force f, the above equation 

can be written as 

∇∇⦁u = 0,   i.e.   
( )

= 0 

Solving the above equation obtains 𝑢 = + 𝐵𝑟. We then apply two boundary conditions: 

1. When 𝑟 →  ∞, the displacement 𝑢  → 0. 

⟹    𝐵 = 0.   

2. At interface r = a (where a is radius of include), 𝜀 =  𝜀   

𝜀 | = − =  𝜀   (with 𝜀 =  = − )    

 ⟹  𝐴 =  −𝑎 𝜀 . 



Finally, we obtain the stress and strain relationship, and the corresponding stress file in Fig. S 11: 

𝜺𝒓𝒓 =  𝒂𝟐𝜺𝒓𝒓
𝒄 /𝒓𝟐; 

𝝈𝒓𝒓 =  𝟐µ
𝒂𝟐𝜺𝒓𝒓

𝒄

𝒓𝟐
=

𝑬

𝟏 𝒗
∗

𝒂𝟐𝜺𝒓𝒓
𝒄

𝒓𝟐
. 

 

  

Fig. S 11 Stress field in Al matrix.  The parameter represents the aluminum carbide radius. The magnitude 
of tensile stress is normalized by 𝟐µ𝜺𝒓𝒓

𝒄 .  

 

Movies 

Movie 1. The initial moment of Kr++ ion 100 keV irradiation near the CNT. When Kr ion starts to irradiate 

on the TEM lamella, the original visible defects are disappeared to 0.01 DPA. As Kr ion further irradiate, 

new defects start generated. At the higher than 0.09 DPA, defects and loops start to move as stress build-

up due to the accumulation of defects. 

http://li.mit.edu/S/KangPyoSo/Upload/initialAl-CNT.avi 

 Movie 2. Biased defect loop migration toward CNT at 1.56DPA under 100 keV Kr ion irradiation. 

 http://li.mit.edu/S/KangPyoSo/Upload/LinedefectAl-CNT.avi   

Movie 3. Molecular dynamic simulation of the biased the defect migration 

http://li.mit.edu/S/KangPyoSo/Upload/MDAl-CNT-defects.avi   

Movie 4. Defects generation and stress build-up at the CNT and GB under the 1MeV Kr ion irradiation. 

The area near CNT has less accumulation of defects are the biased preferential defect draft occurs which 



limits the total density of defects as shown in Fig. 4A. However, the area near GB shows dynamic defects 

evolution and migration, indicating more defect accumulation that area near CNT.  

http://li.mit.edu/S/KangPyoSo/Upload/CNT-GB.avi   

Movie 5. 70 KeV Kr++ ion irradiation. The ion dose is 383 × 1014/cm2 which is about ~100DPA. The 

video indicates the Kr gas accumulation near CNT and diffuse to CNT internal and eventually 

disappeared.  

 http://li.mit.edu/S/KangPyoSo/Upload/KrimplementationCNT.avi  
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